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cPacket’s cClear Virtualized is the virtual version of cClear to support various deployment options. Users can 
continue their current mode of operations, and plan for a fully distributed and virtualized environment with 
choices of Hypervisor and Docker container software architecture as illustrated in Figure 1 below.

cClear Virtualized fully supports cClear’s functionality in multiple deployment configurations including:

 • Base configuration with a single collector in a virtualized environment 
 • Distributed configuration with multiple data collectors in a virtualized environment 
 • Base configuration with a single collector in a dedicated hardware server

cClear Virtualized leverages cPacket’s patented application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) technology and 
market leading packet brokering, network monitoring and packet capture devices to capture accurate and 
real-time data. It is designed to deliver the industry’s most accurate network performance monitoring (NPM), 
capacity planning and troubleshooting solution for network operators, architects, CIOs, and CTOs. cClear 
Virtualized has fully flexible and scalable virtualized deployment configurations to provide users with the 
benefits of uninterrupted functionality while securing a migration path to suit their operational needs. 

Figure 1: cClear virtualized architecture
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cClear Virtualized enables the processing of network traffic at speeds from 1G to 100G in real-time, vs. 
the “capture it now, process it later” approach offered by other vendor’s solutions. All cClear Virtualized 
configurations can be deployed to work with cPacket’s existing packet brokering, monitoring and packet 
capture devices to optimize network growth and service needs. These configurations combine enhanced 
visualizations of key performance indicators and policies with the ability to drill-down into packets from a 
single easy to use interface. This allows for the continuous streamline of network monitoring and improvement 
of network operations and security from a centralized dashboard seen below in Figure 2. 

Key Features

Distributed Architecture 

Virtualized Hypervisor and 
Docker Software Configurations

Millisecond Analytics

Fully Integrated Workflow

Global Search

Data Correlation and Baselining

Benefits

Distributed architecture to support multiple containerized collectors for medium to large 
network visualization and troubleshooting. Allows for optimal scaling for high speed network 
monitoring and data analysis 

Flexible virtualized software configurations to enable a mix of deployment options that 
include dedicated hardware server and use of virtualized Hypervisor machines and Docker 
containers. This simplifies software upgrades, maintenance and deployment of cloud-ready 
services to reduce operational costs and ease of migration 

cClear and cClear Virtualized utilize cPacket’s monitoring devices to provide millisecond 
analytics on every packet for microburst detection and capacity planning.  Uniform, high 
resolution data from across the network yields more accurate analytics that enable network 
operators to make informed decisions

Easily customizable dashboards that visualize network behavior across multiple views for 
correlation and drilldown; one-click access to packet captures (PCAPs) without leaving the 
dashboard; open platform for easy customization and extraction to other business tools

Wire-speed deep packet inspection performed on every packet, on every port, to facilitate 
searches for specific hosts, threats or network compliance deviations

Dependable detection and prediction of anomalous events based on the most accurate data 
collected from wire-speed KPIs

Open API Fully open API for integration and automation; integrates with security tools to provide 
access to key performance APIs, as well as PCAPs

Figure 2: Centralized Dashboard


